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On the connection of Artemka, 33 years old.And a few hours ago, I received the last (fourth) project
of the Profession "Frontend Programmer".
Accepted the fourth project after eight checks and 141th edits.But there were still three other
projects (and only 236 edits), dozens of theoretical blocks, brainstorming tests, exercises, from
which hair wanted to themselves.And it took it as much as eight months.Wrapped back and
remembering all the nerves, stress, depress and stupid, I am surprised at all that I got to the end,
bypassing the ward of intensive therapy of Skvortsova-Stepanov.
In the field of web technologies (sites, layout, and this is all this) I am with varying success inhabited
for more than three years. I know that three years are a lot. And that many sensible guys grew out of
the green trainees to Middle Middles for a comparable period, but it did not work out, was not lucky.
Some time ago I called myself "Eternal Juna", but in fact, even a full-fledged jun was not. At first, he
worked on Freilance - vertal sites, then unsuccessfully experienced on the PHP programmer, where
I was said that I was very small for me, then forms forms, and a year ago, I miraculously got into a
strong company "on the grown". Here I met Pavl Dronenko.
Before acquaintance with Paul and Hexlet, my journey can be described like this: "I go blindfined at
night in the dark forest in an unknown direction." There was absolutely no development vector, no
meaningful immersion in technology or in programming languages, and no understanding of what is
happening. "Training" consisted of CTRL + C / CTRL + V with StackOverFlow, viewing Viosov on
YouTube and cheap shorts from the series "Learn JS for three days." Before the horror, it was afraid
of articles on Habré and any documentation, because I looked at it all as a translator from
Mongolian to Chinese. Self-esteem was somewhere at the level of the plinth minus the first floor. I
had to give up many tasks that I was entrusted, because I didn't even understand the theory what
was happening and what exactly would they want from me.
Felt like this:
Basically, everything ended with the layout (but I now have the fastest hand in the Wild West), styles
and a latter with a mixture of JS and jQuery, which you can torture the guaranteed Signor tomatoes
- the blood of the eye is guaranteed. It was such a code once saw Paul and said that it was not good
anywhere, after which I advised to think well, I need it all at all. And if necessary, you should take
yourself in the hands and learn - in fact it is necessary to get out of IT and go out normal. He
advised to sign up for courses in Hexlet, who he himself earlier and finished, and in parallel it was
recorded there on his own as my mentor-mentor. Considering that Pasha is also a "stocking" prier
(he went into Aichi around 30 years old) and that he, unlike me, was hampered in a couple of years
from scratch to a strong Middle Angulystr, then I believed him and trusted. And neither the droplets

regretted.
See also:
"PHP community is now one of the most active": an interview with the developer Yii Framework
Alexander Makarov
I am infinitely grateful to this person - if it were not for him, I would have to leave the sphere.Either
finally burn on the layout and Kakain code.I have a difficult character and as a student I am far from
a gift.Often, psycho, nervous, I lower my hands, stupid, kosyach.It was really hard with me.Thank
you, Pasha, that suffered this, and helped me learn everything and handle everything!
Now about the hexlet. Courses and platforms with whom I met to Hiscelet is some kind of
infotsyganic kindergarten. But without exaggeration, and without unnecessary, hexlet is perhaps the
only platform in the Russian segment, which will not be ashamed to advise novice developers.
Separate respect for the practical part that make you think of your head, and not stupidly repeat for
the video. The only large spoon was the last part of the profession - in my humble opinion, it was not
finalized. React on classes and without hooks, Redux gallop in Europe (and it is better to smash into
two blocks and dear everything in a maximum - after all, this is almost the most important theme of
the entire profession). Also, there was not enough blocks on WebPack and sockets, especially since
they are needed in projects (yes, you can come together anything, but the courses for this are
created so that everything you need in one place). In general, I repeat, respect - the course costs
my money and, probably, even more. It can be seen what was made by professionals and wizards.
See also:
Public Interview for Junior Frontend Developer on YouTube Channel Honor
Now I am already far from such a cowardly silly junishk, which was a year ago. At the moment I
work as part of the team over the project on Angular, I make full-fledged stuff, including using RXJS
and NGRX. Realized the advantages of TypeScript. I will not shudder from fear when I see a reduce
or "incomprehensible three points after square brackets" (spread), completely forgot about Var, Let,
cycles, etc. I do not know what awaits me on, but now I finally began to receive real pleasure from
work, self-confidence also appeared and tomorrow. Heslelet and Paul - Thank you again, let
everything be fine with you!

